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Profile

Busysoft Systems Private Limited is the IT Services, software solutions provider in healthcare and control systems. Busysoft has its name on the Indian market and is one of main supplier of Healthcare software solutions. Busysoft has its headquarters at Delhi, our business spans India, Southeast Asia, Middle East and Central Asia. Busysoft organization has the power of tried and tested frameworks, strong domain knowledge, and a large pool of certified technology specialists. We bring to market tailor-made, industry specific solutions that help meet your business challenges while increasing operational efficiency. We have leveraged our 25 years (Since 1988) of expertise and experience in meeting the IT needs of enterprises that enables us to offer comprehensive IT solutions that encompass best-of-breed products, best-practice IT services and best-in-class enterprise solutions. We help architect, implement and manage the entire IT lifecycle of our customers through a complete portfolio of IT Services. Our services are backed by over two decades of experience handling complex integration projects in India and abroad. Multi-platform expertise, extensive reach and tested delivery mechanisms help us deliver reliable, high-quality, cost-effective IT services. Our IT services are crowned by in-depth Consulting Skills that are reinforced by a keen understanding of the key role that technology plays in enabling business. The Consulting portfolio includes Strategic Consulting Services, IT Governance & Optimization Consulting, Process Consulting, Business Continuity and Risk management Consulting. At Busysoft, we offer you a work environment that quenches your thirst for knowledge while helping you nurture your career ambitions. You get to traverse a path that is strewn with values, performance, learning, innovation, quality, camaraderie, and career growth - all those facets of work life that you cherish the most. Please visit www.busysoftsystems.com for more details on the company.

Brief history

- Founded in 1988
- Incorporated in 1996
- Main registered office in Delhi, India
- Director Kamal Kant Gupta (MS, MMS) (BITS PILANI)
- First Company to develop and sell Medical diagnostic management package (LABMATE) in the field of health care industry.

More Information

Busysoft Systems was started by Mr. Kamal Kant Gupta in 1988 as a proprietor ship company acting as computer consultants and offering services in computerization of business activities of software development. The company provides services to small and medium scale organizations with a view that computers need not be a novelty. Small users should also be able to think of “Business Using Computers” to make best use of technology in the business world. That is why; company’s services are user oriented and cost effective.

Since 1988 company has developed a series of low cost computerized software applications in common as well as business specific areas such as garment exporters, travel management, grain merchants, health care industry, educational institute management and control systems. Some of our best-known software applications are Labmate, Docmate, Sono-Imager, Slide-Imager, Hospmate, Schoolmate, Rheosoft, Viscosoft, Export-Man, Travel-It, Weight-It and Aadati (Grain merchant). Recently the company has launched labmate.net ERP, an ERP application for medical testing laboratory management for big medical diagnostic centers.
In 1996 the company changed its status to private limited company. The company now enjoys a reputation of being leading software developer in the field of health care industry. Our aim is to make software as user friendly as possible. The motto of the company is “We make software that works as per you”. To achieve the same we make software with which, each esteemed client should be able to work according to its own environment, critical business issues, location and preferences.

**Our Approach**

Using professional skills company develops low cost and effective software services. The services are customer oriented and are designed to ensure that computerized systems result in greater efficiency and cost effectiveness. This specific approach of the company for the conversion of customer’s requirements into computerized systems just ensures the same.

Busysoft approach to software design and development is marked by an emphasis on custom installation and ability to deal with the details of functionality. Company’s software expert believes in investing time and energy in understanding the user’s need and environment. It is characterized by an illustrative use of contemporary concepts and innovative techniques with an emphasis on project modeling. System’s approach involves phased development, starting from problem to implementation of the most feasible solution.

Company has sufficient technical and financial resources to meet the demands of the fast changing market. Its major strength lies in professionals controlling all of its activities.

**Man**

People are the most desired assets of any organization setup. They form the core of any resource base. We have over the years have evolved a team of professionals dedicated to the core segments of our activities. The team acts with fresh ideas, with an innovative approach to every problem. The team consists of professionals who have grown with us, through a variety of projects. The team now has more than 90 man-years of experience in the field.

**Machine**

Wide range of sophisticated manmade objects reflects the dynamics of an organizational setup and the company has that. These form an important tool to enhance the process of development. With a network of Pentium servers, workstation and printers with a wide range of development software products the company has a strong base for taking reasonably sophisticated projects for computerization. The company is changing development tools from time to time to keep up with the technology.

**Our Philosophy**

At Busysoft we believe that a small team of dedicated professionals creates the world’s best software. Our goal is make the best and most featured software for the customers. We always try to provide most stable and user oriented software.

**Busysoft Current activities and plans**

**Net-based solutions:** We at Busysoft currently are involved in developing net-based solutions for mainly health care industry. The applications are being designed using VB script, C#, Java Script, with ASP.net. The database used currently is MS-SQL and MS-Access.
- **Labmate.Net**: An application for medical diagnostic laboratories for keeping all the available patient investigation records on the net. The various users such as patients, referring doctors, and hospitals can fetch these records using a password and an ID.

- **Docmate.net**: This application is for consulting doctors. The doctors can send patient information such as history, procedures, images to other doctors and referral institutes and hospitals. The email directories will also be maintained in the application, which would give direct email facility of all reports to the desired person(s).

- **Hospmate.net**: This application is an online application Hospital Management System being developed in WPF and WCF with MS-SQL as backend database. The application is again an ERP application with integrated approach on hospital administration.

**Products:**

The software developed and marketed by Busysoft are

- Docmate: Clinical consultant patient management and billing
- Hospmate: Hospital Management software
- Sono-Imager: Echo color Doppler imaging
- Slidemager: Microscope slide imaging for histology, cytology
- D-Imager: Dicom imaging
- Labmate.net ERP: An ERP solution for medical diagnostic laboratories
- Export Man: Garment export management
- Cooperative Man: Cooperative Society accounting management
- Travel Man: IATA travel agency Management software
- Adati: Grain Merchant Accounting and management
- Labmate: Medical testing laboratory management
- Weight it: Dharma kanta and weighing machine management
- School Mate: School Student and fee management
- Rheosoft: Rheometer Management software used in Rubber technology industry
- Viscosoft: Mooney viscometer management software
- DispersionSoft: Imaging or dispersion in Rubber Compounds
- Ozonesoft: Management of Ozone meter for testing in Rubber compounds

**Industry:**

Busysoft has experience in the following industries

- Banking and accounting sector
- Garment exporters
- Travel agency management
- Healthcare
- Industrial automation
- Process control
- Process monitoring
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Tools
- WPF, WCF, Silver light, Ajax
- C#
- C++
- Visual C
- Visual Basic
- Java
- Data base management under MS-SQL 2008 R2, MS-ACCESS, Oracle.
- MS Sync Framework

Horizontal Technology and protocol integration:
- Dicom
- HL7
- ASTM 1394 Interfacing
- ISO 1519 Standardization
- FDA 21 Far 11 Standardization

Contacts
Busysoft Systems Private Limited
B-4 Kailash Bhawan, Building No. 35
Wazirpur Commerical Complex
Ring Road, Delhi 110052 (India)
Phones: 91-011-27373761, 27373401, 27376519
Fax: 91-011-42474810
Email: contact@busysoftsystems.com

Director: Kamal Kant Gupta, Mrs. Veenu Gupta

Jobs at Busysoft
The company currently requires:

- Client server application developers: Experienced programmers with more than one year experience in Visual studio.net 2010, Visual Basic, SQL, MS-Access, Oracle. Experience in one the above data bases are desirable.
- Web Application: Experienced programmers with more than one year experience in HTML/DHTML/XML, VBSCRIPT, and ASP etc.
- Marketing Executives: 1-2 Years’ experience BBA, BCA, MBA graduates
- Customer Support Engineers: Fresher Graduates with Dip.in Computer hardware networking, IT, BBA, BCA, BE

Email to jobs@busysoftsystems.com or
Mail to: B-4 Kailash Bhawan, Building No. 35, Wazirpur Commerical Complex, Ring Road, Delhi 110052 (India)
Phones: 91-011-27373761, 27373401, 27376519
Busysoft Systems Private Limited
Office: 8-4 Kailash Bhawan, Building No. 35
Wazirpur Commercial Complex,
Ring Road, Delhi 110052 (India)
Regd. Office: C-2/51 Ashok Vihar, Phase II, Delhi-110052 (India)
Phones: (+91) 011-27373761, 27373401, 27376519, 27429747
Fax: (+91) 011-42474810
Email: contact@busysoftsystems.com